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• ★ “'Ecocide' Agenda Could See Farmers Criminally Charged”
“Farmers could be labeled as being guilty of “ecocide,” and could face criminal prosecution for the acts 
of farming. This was among the more controversial positions expressed by a participant at the 2024 
World Economic Forum in Davos, but it ties into an existing debate around the world on “personhood” 
status. Already, there is a growing movement to grant human rights to plants, animals, rivers, and even 
artificial intelligence. And this is raising concerns over what it means for the value of human life if 
everything is treated on the same value as a human life.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/epochtv/ecocide-agenda-could-see-farmers-criminally-charged-5574186 

• “Trillions Spent on ‘Climate Change’ Based on Faulty Temperature Data, Climate Experts Say”
“Meteorologist finds 96 percent of NOAA temperature stations located in ‘urban heat islands,’ including 
next to exhaust fans and on ‘blistering-hot rooftops.’”
* www.theepochtimes.com/article/trillions-spent-on-climate-change-rely-on-inaccurate-temperature-
readings-and-faulty-modeling-5575177 
REPORT:  heartland.org/opinion/media-advisory-96-of-us-climate-data-is-corrupted/ 

• “Australia’s Climate Change Department Cannot Prove How Effective It Is at Reducing Emissions: 
Audit”
“A new audit has revealed that Australia’s Climate Change Department’s own reporting methods are not 
helping the country reduce its carbon emissions. The Australian National Audit Office (ANAO) has 
released a report (pdf) assessing the effectiveness of the Department’s governance arrangements designed  
to support the federal Labor government’s plan to combat climate change.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/world/australias-climate-change-department-cannot-prove-how-effective-it-is-
at-reducing-emissions-audit-5566799 
AUDIT REPORT:  www.anao.gov.au/sites/default/files/2024-01/Auditor-General_Report_2023-
24_10.pdf 

• EDITORIAL: “Climate Expert Refutes Alarmist Disinformation”
“To find out what’s really going on in 2024, I talked to Ronald Stein, whom I’ve known since 2017, when  
I was hired as then-state Sen. John Moorlach’s press secretary. Mr. Stein gave our staff a lot of great 
information on energy policy. He’s an engineer, energy policy adviser for the Heartland Institute, the 
author of “Clean Energy Exploitation” and other books, and the frequent source for articles and 
interviews in this newspaper.”
* www.theepochtimes.com/opinion/climate-expert-refutes-alarmist-disinformation-5563775 
SOURCE RESOURCES:  www.theepochtimes.com/author/ronald-stein 

• “National weather: Why is it raining in El Nino, Is it La Nina, Wet summer”
“A meteorologist has issued a devastating weather forecast for Australians after a wetter than expected 
start to Summer. East coast Australians have been shocked to find the hot, dry, bushfire-ridden summer 
they were expecting has been drowned out by destructive tropical cyclones and widespread flooding. 
Meteorologist Matthew Cappucci predicts the wet weather that has dominated the start to summer will 
continue until the end of January.”
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* www.theaustralian.com.au/breaking-news/summer-rain-to-stick-around-as-hopes-for-warm-dry-el-nino-
are-dashed-meteorologist-says/news-story/bc8d49f23a96d38453e38ec999622959 
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